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NATO's 35

Soviets Stage Warfare
LONDON (UPI) - A Soviet battle fleet conducting
massive military exercises in the Norwegian Sea
Wednesday demonstrated its anti~submarine capability
and air power in a show of strength on NATO's 35th
anniversary,
More than 50 Backfire bombers and Badger longrange reconnaissance planes conducted mock-attack
sorties on Soviet surface vessels, an official at NATO's
Eastern Atlantic headquarters said.
The fleet, comprising at least 40 destroyers, frigates,
cruisers and submarines, also continued anti-submarine
maneuvers with Soviet aircraft trying to locate submerged submarines, the official said.
The armada poured into the North Atlantic from the
Arctic port of Murmansk, the Soviets' biggest naval
station, and from the Baltic Sea. NATO chiefs were
concerned with the speed and capacity of the buildup,
said news reports from their top-level meeting in
Cesme, Turkey,
The battle fleet, which began forming a week ago.
appeared to be withdrawing Wednesday.
''Most of the surface units are now north ofthe Arctic
Circle. The general direction of the exercise appears to
be northeasterly and it may be that ships arc withdrawing to prepare for the final phase of the exercise,'' the
NATO official said.
The exercise, described by NATO as probably the
largest staged by the Soviet Union in the Atlantic, came
less than a month after a large NATO exercise in the

region last month involving 150 ships from nine nations
and 40,000 men.
The Soviet Union might have staged it as a retaliatory
show of strength, strategic analysts said in London.
It also coincided with the 35th anniversary Wednesday of the North Atlantic Treaty marking the founding
of NATO.
But there may have been a deeper strategic purpose:
to test the West's anti-submarine defenses, said an
analyst at the International Institute of Strategic Studies.
The Norwegian Sea is NATO's first strategic frontier
in any sea war against the Soviet Union. To get into the
Atlantic, the fast-expanding fleet of Soviet submarines
must pass through the Greenland-Iceland-Faroes gap.
The West, which must track them before they get lost
in the broad Atlantic, has bugged the chilly expanse of
water with underwater hydrophones and tethered electronic sonars.
''The Soviets may have been exercising to see if they
could slip any ships through the net," said Col.
Jonathan Alford, deputy director of the institute.
In Washington, Navy Secretary John Lehman said
the exercise is "very definitely offensive," but is being
carried out just the way Western strategists expected.
''Just as we have predicted would happen, they have
had to delete their ability to concentrate force against
Central Europe in order to carry out a naval exercise of
this scale," Lehman told the CBS "Morning News"
program.

Libertarian Candidate Rallies for N.M.
Support in Race for Presidential Seat
By Steve Shoup
Lobo track and field athlete Rich Berry, winds up to throw the
discus in afternoon practice.

Halley's Comet Return
Coming Lecture Focus
By Anne Buckley
It's literally a once in a lifetime
chance. The return of Halley's
Comet in 1985 will be of great
interest to scientists and the public as advanced technology enables even more in-depth study of
this phenomenon.
Wednesday, Lois Kieffaber,
fonner assistant professor of physics and astronomy at the University of New Mexico, will discuss Halley's Comet.
From October 1985 through
April 1986, the comet will be
completing its 75·year orbit
around the sun. It will cross the
earth's orbit during this period,
enabling scientists to view its
journey.
Although it will be around for
about seven months, Kieffaber
said it wHI be visible to the naked
eye to those in the northern
hemisphere for about two weeks
and up to a month for those in the
southern hemisphere.
The first naked-eye sighting of
Halley's Comet was in 66 A.D.,
Kieffaber said.
A comet is essentially a "dirty
iceburg." Kieffaber said it is a
''co11ection of frozen gases with
dust embedded." There is no
heat associated with a comet.
Its tail is caused by the evaporation of gases as the comet
nears the sun •. Kieffaber said,
''After the comet has passed the

sun, it is traveling tail-first. 01
This is because the tail always
points away from the sun because
of solar wind pressure and radiation.
In early times, there was a
great deal of superstition connected with comets. ''All
through history, they were considered omens -- associated with
plagues and wars. In 1910people
made money selling •comet
pills,"' Kieffaber said.
While there are many comets,
Halley's Comet gained fame for
its size, estimated at three miles
in diameter at the nucleus, and its
regularity of orbit.
British astronomer Edmond
Halley, for whom the comet was
named, noticed the pattern of five
previously reported sightings and
concluded that the five appear;.
ances were indeed successive re•
turns of the same comet.
Halley's Comet will be closest
to Earth in late November 1985
and early April 1986.
Kieffaber has a doctorate in
physics from UNM. Her master's
degree is in nuclear engineering
from Columbia University. She
is an associate physics professor
at Whitworth C()lfege in Spokane, Wash.
She will be speaking in room
I03 of Regener Hall. The lecture
is sponsored by the Society of
Women Engineers.

David Bergland, Libertarian party candidate for president, began his
New Mex:ico visit Wednesday by
denouncing federal income taxes
and urging withdrawal of all U.S.
military forces overseas.
Speaking at news conference at
the Albuquerque International Airport, Bergland said taxes could be
eliminated if military spending were
cut and government-services such as
education, police and fire protection, Social Security and other social
programs were provided by private
organizations.
The most important issue of this
presidential election year is America's foreign policy, including
national defense and the nuclear
anns race. If elected, Bergland said
he would would initiate a "reduction race" in nuclear weapons and
eliminate all land-based nuclear
missiles from the United States.
The United States should not tell
Europeans whether they should have
land-based missiles, either, he said.
"The U.S. should stop acting as if
it's the government of the world and
end its disastrous interventionist
foreign policy," Bergland said.
Private schools do give better
educations for half the cost of public
schools, he said, so competition
should be introduced into the ''educational marketplace.''
Calling taxes "theft" and "coercion," Bergland said government
should be voluntarily financed.
Charitable donations, a defe11se lottery and a national defense endowment are some of his plans for government funding. The endowment
would be C!reated by selling off government lands, which· he said equals
about one third of the entire country.
Government lands sold would in·
elude such site as the Grand Canyon
and Yellowstone Park, he said. The
sales would not be "give-aways like
(former interior secretary James)
Watt's coal rights," but would go to
organizations that would manage
bnds better than government.

D•vld Berlll•nd
The Sierra Club and the Audubon
Society could manage the environment better than the government, he
added.
Federal matching funds to pres·
idential candidates is "stealing from
the tax: payers," Bergland said,
adding that although he qualifies, he
does not accept federal funds.
The "demeaning welfare planta·
tion program" should be "privatized," he said. Seventy percent of
money which goes into federal weifare programs pays for administra•
tion while only 10 percent pays operations costs in private charitable
organizations, he added.
"Bureaucrats do not have a
monopoly on compassion, •• Bergland said.
Bergland said Social Security
should be eliminated and those who
have paid into the system should be
reimbursed in one Jump sum or
should have their pension programs
transferred to private companies.

The dnly ••tegitimate function"
of government is defending people
against those who would violate
their rights. Bergland said most pco·
pie operate on Libertarian principles
every day.
"Most people most of the time
deal with each other on the basis of
mutual respect for each other's
rights."
On his chances as a third party
candidate, Bergland said 1984 will
be the year the voters "demolish the
myth of the two party system.'' Sen.
Gary Hart and Rev. Jesse Jackson
have made progress, he said, and
..no one can make predictions for
November.;,
"l consider myself better qual·
ificd than any other major candidate
and 1 feel qualifed for the job," he
said.
In addition to campaigning, Bergland is in Albuquerque to attertd the
Libertarian party state convention at
the Winrock lnn Saturday.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Chernenko Urges New Nuclear Talks
MOSCOW - Soviet leader .and destroy chemical weapons Konstantin Cherncnko called on
these and other measures ai mcd at
Washington to "clear the obsta- removing the war menace are diccles" created by the deployment of tated by life," he said.
new U.S. nuclear missiles in Europe
As a condition for renewed talks,
that an: blocking any resumption of the Soviets have asked the United
nuclear arms talks.
The Soviet Union would welcome
"honest, businesslike" talks with
the United States, Chemenko said in
a letter to former West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt which was
carried by the official Soviet news
agency Tass.
WASHINGTON- President
The Soviets broke off the Reagan called on Moscow WednesStrategic Arms Reduction Talks and day to accept a global ban on the
the Intermediate Range Nuclear production, possession and use of all
Forces talks last fall when NATO chemical weapons as a step toward
began to deploy its medium-range ridding the world of "these terrible
cruise and Pershing-2 nuclear mis- weapons."
siles in western Europe.
Chemenko listed several Soviet
In a statement opening his 23rd
objectives for the reduction of nuc- formal news conference, Reagan
said he is sending Vice President
lear tensions.
George Bush to Geneva later this
"To freeze forthwith all the nuc- month to present a draft treaty to the
lear arsenals, to limit and substan- Soviets at a meeting of the U.N.
tially reduce the strategic arms, to Committee on Disarmament.
radically lower the level of nuclear
Reagan said the proposal - deconfrontation in Europe, to prevent scribed by U.S. officials as more
militarization of space, to prohibit comprehensive than a chemical

States to show a willingness to return to the situation that existed before the cruise and Pershing missile
deployment but have stopped short
of calling for the removal of missiles
already deployed.

Reagan Wants New Ban
For Chemical Weapons
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weapons ban offered earlier by
Soviet leader Konstantin Chernenko -will include "bold and
sound" procedures to ensure compliance by both sides.
Reagan stressed that the United
States must maintain and upgrade its
chemical arsenal to offset an extensive Soviet arsenal, repeating the
argument he has used in discussing
other weapons limitations plans.
"Without a modem and credible
deterrent," Reagan said, "the prospects for achieving a comprehensive
ban would be significantly diminished."
Reagan has asked for $1.1 billion
in his fiscall985 budget for chemical warfare projects.
Again accusing the Soviets of using chemical and toxic agents in
Southeast Asia and Afghanistan,
Reagan said, "The shortcomings of
earlier chemical weapons treaties
have been made tragically clear in
recent years,"
"The use 'of these terrible
weapons also has serious implications for our own security,'' he said.
The administration also has accused Iraq of using chemical
weapons in its long and bitter Persian Gulf War with Iran in violation
of a post-World War I international
agreement banning their use.
Announcement of the proposed
treaty signaled the start of >11 new
campaign-year peace offensive by
Reagan, whose foreign policy has
been under attack by Democrats,
stung by defeat in Lebanon and
threatened by stalemate over Central
America.

Right To Die
Acts Defined
By R11mona Nyc
In New Jersey, Karen Ann
Quinlan's parents observe her
30th birthday and her ninth year
since she lasped into a coma.
In Colorado, Gov. Richard
Lamm raises the ire of senior
citizens' groups by stating that
elderly people who are terminally
ill have "a duty to die and get out
of the way" instead of trying to
prolong their lives by artificial
means.
In New Mexico the state
Legislature passes amendments
"relaxing" tts original "right to
die" act.
The amended right to die act,
scheduled to go into effect May
16, mandates that "maintenance
medical treatment'' must be removed from a terminally ill patient under one or more of the
following conditions:
• major portions of the patient's
br.tin :~re irreversibly damaged;
• the family unanimously agrees
that the patient would want lifesupporting systems removed;
"Maintenance medical treatment" is only that treatment designed soley to sustain life: processes.
The amended act also mandates that if a patient has signe;d a
"right to die" directive, his
physician is required to follow
Football will never be same again, thanks to 20 entertaining
that directive or transfer the paguys
from the Campus Crusade for Christ. They held a slow
tient to another physician who
motion
football game on the mall Wednesday dressed in the
will.
strangest costumes to prove, they said, being a Christian can
A patient must be declared terbe fun.
minally ill by two physicians before a "rightto die" directive can
be carried out. Terminal illness is
an .illness from which a person
will die no matter what is done to
The second session of a stress
Registration must be done in persustain life.
management workshop will be held son at the Women's Center, 1824
A person can also write a
from 6;30 to 9 tonight at the Uni- Las Lomas N. E. Early registration is
directive stating everything
versity of New Mexico's Women's suggested.
possible must be done to sustain
Center.
his or her life.
The stress workshop will cover
Copies of right to die directhe effects of stress on the body, how
tives can be picked up at the Unito analyze it and mechanisms to reversity of New Mexico Public
duce its negative effects, The direcLaw and Services Institute at the
tor will be Landra White, a
Law Center Building on north
Women's Center counselor.
campus.

ARDOR DAY
CELEBRATION!
ASUNMIGSA CHILD CARE CO-OP
API\IL 9th 10:15 am
A Tree Planting Ceremony
with special guests:
Harry Kinney and Marvin "Swede" Johnson
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Baggies
by
Patagonia

Stress Workshop Still On

In keeping with the peace theme,
Reagan also expressed hope the
Soviets will resume talks on limiting
medium-range nuclear missiles and
strategic arms. Both negotiations
have been suspended since late last
year.
There had been hints earlier the
United States might propose a ban
on chemical weapons. Questions about assuring compliance, however,
have been a stumbling block, and
Reagan repeated, "Verification of a
chemical weapons ban won't be
easy."
But, he said, such a treaty "can
bring the day closer when the world
will prohibit all chemical weapons.
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Dress for Success - for $2,000
By Maria DeVarenne

--Editorial---

by Berke Breathed
.-------=-.,

BLOOM COUNTY

Title XX Proposal Unfair
The possible elimination of Title XX funds for non-secondary students is blatantly discriminatory.
The state has an obligation to offer an accessible education to all
students, so that they can better their lives, find employment, and, in
turn, contribute to the future of New Mexico. If the state enacts the
proposal, discussed in a Monday night meeting with the secretary of
the Human Services Department, college student parents would be
stripped of their opportunity to learn marketable skills, while already
employed parents will remain unscathed by the department's solution to its $1 00,000-a-month deficit.

DIET
CENTER

----Commentary----

--Letters-Endorsement Insufficient

Politics

.

Profile

The only flaw in the secretary's otherwise persuasive case
is that he seems to believe "getting the lawyers into the act"
would help. Shultz puts too
much faith in the capacity of
lawyers (and judges) to crack the
tough nuts of constitutional
practice. The recent encrustation
of foreign policy by legalisms is
closer to being part of the problem than part of the solution.
Statesmen deal in the practical
uses of power. How and when
our nation should use its military
forces is a matter of judgment,
and success will usually hinge on
perceptions of national interest,
a reading ofthe public mood and
skilled presidential leadership.
No statute modeled on the laws
of contract- especially one so
tilted in the congressional direction as the War Powers Actwill offer useful help.
There are those who believe
that last summer's Supreme
Court decision against a minor
legislative veto has, by implication, doomed the War Powers
Act. And there is talk of asking
the justices to say whether that
supposition is right.
This is, again, to attribute mystical and magical powers to the
laws and judges. They cannot resolve a political conflict involving an ambiguous distribution of
constitutional powers, and
would be unwise to try.
Misguided though he may be
in wanting to drag more lawyers
into the fuss, Shultz is on the
right track. Congress and the
president must decide, in consultation, how to operate in
situations of high risk with more
tenacity and responsibility than
either displayed recently in Lebanon. If they can't, let us adjust
our "commitments" to our
shrunken capacity to act reliably.
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Spring Shape-Up
Special
20°/o off

Gregory said a good wardrobe can mal, as in giving a corporate prcbe assembled for about $2,000.
sentntion. Albuquerque is a conIn today's competitive job mar"You have to spend money at servative but casual enviroment."
ket, tbe way you dress is important.
first but it should be about $1,000 a
She said pants are not acceptable
The way you look can help you get a year there after."
for
women to wear in a business
job or keep the one ypu have, said
Many people have different warMaggie Gregory, a professional drobes depending on the time of enviromcnt unless they're involved
wardrobe consultant.
year. However, Gregory recom- with real estate.
• no shots
A wardrobe show, designed to mended buying at least one natural
Women shouldn't wear long ties
• no drugs
show students how they should dress light-weight wool suit for year- or tie bars in the business world. she
in the business world, was spon- round.
• no contracts
said.
sored Tuesday night by the UniGregory said that blues and greys
"A little fluffy bow is fine, but a
versity of New Mexico's profession- are still the dominant color trends in
long tic is going too far."
al business fraternity, Delta Sigma suits.
Gregory said a correct suit fit for
Pi.
.
"Browns and greens arc not good both men and women requires:
•
Delta Sigma Pi President Dan colors when you are trying to sell
• the underarms are not too deep,
•
Ortiz said, "How we can prepare yourself during an interview in the causing
a baggy fit.
better for the job market is an advan- business world," Gregory said.
tage. It's an asset in the competitive
• thejackctcollar lay down so the
"Determining what you wear deworld."
1203-C Coal SE
pends on what field you're going shirt collar stands up.
.R
Gregory said, ''Think of yourself into," she said.
• the pants hit the front of the
242-2333
as a commodity. Packaging equals
Three piece suits arc best for fi- shoe and drop % inch in the back.
dressing.
• the jacket cuff hit at the wrist so
nance and banking.
FREE Dehovior Modification classes
"Your visual image is the sum
Developers tend toward blue the shirt cuff shows 1/4 inch.
total of the parts you present to the blazers and grey slacks.
Initio/ consultation FREE
world."
Sandia Laboratories is a more
She said it is important to know casual enviromcnt and suits are not
what you look like- if you're required.
dressed correctly and neatly. The
She said the Jess traditional look is
WHERE ALL THE
first impression you make is with more acceptable in retail as comGOOD THINGS HAPPEN.
what you're wearing.
pared to banking.
Any flaws such as baggy socks or
For a more relaxed look in
hose, the wrong hem length in slacks women's clothing, Gregory showed
or soiled or wrinkled clothes stand a belted grey silk dress with an overTICKETS NOW AVAILABLE FOR
out immediately.
sized peach jacket.
''At most professions, you want
For men, she recommended a
to wear a garment that has author- navy blazer with grey slacks.
Southwest Balfet Presents
April 7
ity," she said.
''After a suit, it's the next best
$12.00
8:15
Gregory said that classic clothing thing. It's extremely effective and
$10.00
AprilS
hasn't change much in fit, shape or accepted in Albuquerque.''
$8.00
fabric in the past 50 years.
With The New MeXICO Symphony
For a more formal look, the con2:15
Gregory recommends an inter- trast between the tic and suit is
-----1---------------·- ...- ..
view ''capsule" that consists of one emphasized by the shirt color.
$18
Subscrtptton Series Event*
good suit, three shirts or blouses and
Gregory said with a grey suit and
$16,$13
April9
a couple tics or accessories.
blue tic, a white shirt would result in
Broadway Htt MUSICal
UNM
8:15
Your interView ''capsule" should a more formal look.
Students
only be worn to interviews. "We
PUMP BOYS & DINETTES Yz Price
She said a man's tic color should
tend to wear new articles of clothing pick up the pattern of the shirt or
to everything we go to. Don'tdo it," color of the suit and the tie should
Audubon Travel Film Extra
Gregory said.
"just hit the top of the belt buckle."
$3.50
Aprll15
Gregory said to keep clothes on
Cindy Nufer, a Robert R.
$3.00
7:30
well-formed hangers that arc Bailey's assistant manager, said the
wooden or plastic because wire han- type of tie knot used is dependent on
$16
gers change the shape of clothes.
the type of collar width.
Subscriptton Senes Event*
$14.$11
She also said not to over-clean
"The wider the width, the wider
Aprl117
Htt Revue - Music of Cole Porter
clothes, as detergents used in the tie knot. However, small knots
UNM
8:15
washing machines or by dry cleaners are in style," Nufer said.
Students
1/z Price
arc harsh and tend to wear material
Gregory said it isn't necessary to
out.
button a blazer unless "it's very forS20
Subscription Series Event*
$18.$14
By
The
Creators
of
Evita
&
Cats
Aprll26
UNM
8:15
JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING Students
Warren Steinman will present versity before going to the UniversiTECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT 112 Price
colloquium on ''Assessing Progres- ty of Rhode Island where in 1975 he
sive Muscle Relaxation: The Roles became the chair of the psychology
Mastercard/Visa Phone Orders Accepted on These Events.
of Expectancy and Criterion Mea- department.
S1.00 Service Charge per Ticket.
He is director of the Intermounsures" at4p.m. today in Room 167
tain Youth Center in Santa Fe. The
of the Psychology Building.
center is a private-for-profit service
Steinman received his Ph.D. in organization that provides treatment
experimental child psychology from alternatives to incarceration or instithe University of Washington in tutionalization for American Indian
1966. He taught at Denison Uni- youth.

.

Problems of War Powers Act Evident
In Aftermath of Peacekeeping Effort

_ _D_a_ily Lobo

D;Iily l.nhn, April 5, 1984

Lose 17-25 POUNDS in 6 weeks!

Obviously, the program is designed to aid those in need, and many
low-income working parents need low-cost child-care, too. But one
group should not be made to. bear a burden that could be shared
equally.
The life of a student who has young lives to worry about in addition
to finals and financing her education is not one of leisure. Yet, the
Human Sevices Department seems to regard it as one requiring less
assistance than that of a working parent. Its proposal implies a sweeping judgment of a particular group's lifestyle, not a fair evaluation of
WASHINGTON -If George other ways widen a "limited"
individual need. The department should offer services to those in
greatest need, and this judgment should be made on an individual Shultz renders no other service conflict.
as secretary of state, his effort to
But in the embittered afterbasis.
induce Congress to rethink the math of Vietnam, Congress did
ill-advised War Powers Act of not review its duties under the
1973 could make his mark.
war-declaring clause. Instead it
Shultz, I take it, has been in a presented Richard Nixon with its
rising boil over that misbegotten own self-serving gloss on the
legislation- and about the dis- war powers, and it resolved all
orders
in
executive- constitutional ambiguities in its
congressional relations it sym- own favor. Nixon, enfeebled by
bolizes- ever since the United Watergate and the war, lacked
States folded in Lebanon. As votes to sustain his veto.
Editor:
accountability of the Lobo to the principal backer of a policy for
student community who pay which, in the end, none of the
In reading Monday's endorse- fees that finance its publication? other players had the stomach,
ment for GSA president, We have Or is the accountability to the Shultz was left on a limb.
to question the conduct of the selective Student Publications
The problem, as he has lost no
Daily Lobo. As an instrument of Board that hires and fires the opportunity to tell Congress
communication, the Lobo has an editorial staff of the Lobo?"
since then, is the still-unsettled
ethical responsibility to stimustruggle between the executive
Jn
Farrell Brody and Congress for authority in
late debate, particularly in the
Carlos
Romero
arena of student elections. Is the
foreign affairs.
Lobo perpetuating an exclusive
Read literally, the War Powers
Bull Moose Club or an elitist
Act of 1973 would seem to make
WASP organization?
the president a mere agent of
By Edwin M. Yoder ,Jr.
Congress in any use of troops
The elections offer an opporshort of all-out war. It is patently
tunity to discuss goals and objec- Editor:
one-sided, and probably uncontives for all graduate students.
I was overjoyed to see Jim stitutional,
All this needs much more elaNow, 10 years later, the probBut its origins are easily ex- lems with the act are manifest
boration that what the Lobo has Sode's letter (March 29). Just
offered. Where do we see the ela- when I thought ASUNM's elec- plained. It sprang from a con- after an attempt to apply it to the
boration of candidates' qualifica- tion would be the usual non- gressional sense of mortifica- U.S. ''peacekeeping" effort in
tions rather than such vague choice, a serious contender had tion. Congress had connived in Lebanon, a costly and embarras·
promises? How can the Lobo cre- the guts to stand up and speak undeclared war-making in Viet- sing failure. In view of that debadit a single individual the feats of the truth. Sode is the first person nam. The War Powers Act epito- cle, friends and allies everylegislative lobbying when clearly to show that he cares about the mized the so-called "Vietnam Where must wonder whether we
the efforts were collective? There welfare of the student body as a syndrome," the resolve that no can be depended on to stick at
future use of American forces any unpleasant or costly duty
appears to be a lot of all-knowing whole.
abroad would repeat the error.
self-righteousness on the part of
when public opinion suddenly
While Dan Serrano and his
An argument can be made, in shifts, or Congress descends to
the Lobo editorial.
boys try to divert attention from fact, that Congress should not self-serving bickering.
We contrast this attitude with their incompetence and mis- allow a gun to be fired anywhere
Secretary Shultz has been tellthe efforts of Manuel. Romero, management with mock elec- in anger without declaring war. ing congressional committees,
who has made a sincere effort to tions and meaningless resolu- That would be a literal-minded that something needs to be
go to all students and ask them tions concerning Grenada, Jim and simple approach to a com- done. " .•• How the Congress
for their ideas and about their Sode pointed out the facts. For plex world. Lyndon Johnson dis- and the executive branch should
needs. He fully elaborates on his thefirsttime in my college career couraged the impulse, if there interact in .• , matters of great
ideas to demonstrate that they there is a candidate that I will go was one, because in 1965 he moment" is, he says, an issue
are possible and realizable and out of my way to vote for.
feared that a declaration of war ripe for timely discussion- and
not merely empty promises.
in Vietnam could trigger a best discussed when there is no
Is the commitment and
Edward Hein Chinese intervention, and in . immediate emergency.

Sode Has Guts

Mc~it·o
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OVERHAUL $20
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Tai Chi,
KungFu
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Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.l!:.
Alhuquerque1 N.M.
Nm To Lobo Thealer
Call 2611-7023
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Think you're
pregnant?
Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancv. Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.
You're on your own for the first time and life Is a lot different
now. If you think you tnight be pregnant, you want to know for
sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Tesi. It's the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide. So you
know Predictor is accurate.
Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period.
It's convenient and gives you results in
just one hour. Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with
confidence, it's the test method used in
over 2,000 American hospitals.

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy 1
more accurately. !.:::~~,
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Daily Lobo Display Advertising
More Than 150 Typefaces Available
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MTV Influences Magazine Coverage

Bridgers, Colson To Sign

This is th~ jiJUrth in afive-part series
critiquin~ rock IIWJ?tdnes.
By Lydia Piper

17¢ per word per issue, four or less
times.
12¢ per word per issue, five or more
consecutive times (no refunds).
$1.00 minimum charge.
Deadline is 1 p.m. the business day
before the ad is to run.
131 Marron Hall 277-6228

"In on.ler to progress, radio need
only go backward ... when radio
wus rather proud, alert and fast,"
Edward Roscoe Murrow

"Video killed the mdio star."
The Buggies
The '80s have seen a rebirth of the
music industry and most agree that a
large part of the credit goes to Music
Tclevison (MTV). And indirectly,
MTV has influenced what rock
magazines cover.
In the '60s. FM mdio was consi¥-lf.if-.)j->f>f¥-¥-¥¥¥-¥¥-Jf.¥¥-¥¥-¥.)/-lf>f¥¥¥-¥-Jf¥ ¥¥¥¥-¥-¥¥¥1. dered a fresh alternative to the progr~m~JCd AM stations. Most of the
NMPIRG Board of Directors
dtSCJOCkeys were able to choose the

*
!*
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!**

Election

**
!*

·

Cand•d
I ate p e t•t•
I IOns
A .,81.lab 'e
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!*
* New Mexico Public Interest Research Group will be
!l4- holding
its semi-annual Board of Directors election on
4-25·84 Board members determine the policies and
** P:?grams· of NMPI~G .an·d o~erse~ .the day-to-d~y act1-·
* Vllles of the organ1zat1on. SIX pOSitions are available.
! Candidates may pick up petitions and forms at the
** s·oo
NMPIRG office, Room 96, SUB. Petitions are due by
pm 4-13-84

*~ ·

.

·.

f
_
II
For more m ormat1on ca 277•2757•

*
*l4-wnppl~da~~t~~s
believed were worthy.
,*~._ they
Then, in the '70s, FM radio fell
into the hands of marketing consul-

*l4- tants
who convinced programers
that- people only wanted to hear
such as Journey, Styx and
!* bands
Foreigner. The stations then began
** eys
to follow "play lists" and disc jockwere not allowed to vary from

the format.
!** cisions
"Radio doesn't influence my deon covering bands because
l4-- I'm suspicious that a lot of air-time is
~ bought," said David McGee, editor

*l4- of V~c_Garbar!m,cx.ecuuvccdttorof
R~cord. . .
.
.

smd radto became a rc*~* flection
of the past. void ofthechalIenge and discovery on which it had
*l4- once"Ancxecutivcfr?mColumbiarcthrived.
~ cords told me that tf he had a lousy
** could
band that sounded like Journey, he
get radio play," Garbarini
Mus/CW/1,

>fX.¥¥¥-¥-¥¥-¥¥¥-¥¥¥-¥!f._¥¥-.!1-¥-¥¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥-t
~~~~-"
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From Staff and Wire Reports

--.-~--

said. "But if he had a really good shown.
new band, it was ignored."
All the editors agreed that rock
Garbarini said when MTV .first videos use a lot of violence and sex.
began it was conservative, like but some seemed less bothered by it
radio, in its conception of 24-hour than others. McGee said the current
video. He said the channel went to outcry was justified because the
the record companies to get material videos were full of sexism, racism
from the superstars, but found that and violence.
the only bands doing videos were
"Certainly the treatment of
unknown European and Australian women is deplorable," he said. "It
groups.
demonstrates a lack of responsibility
"They had no choice but to play on the part of the bands and manaunknown bands," he said. "Kids in gers who are involved."
middle America were starved for
McGee said MTV as a concept
new music and suddenly they had a was excellent, but that the delivery
night club in their living room show- was terrible. He said the program
casing the acts."
could have enriched young people's
Garbarini said the radio stations lives instead of playing Judas Priest
fell apart because suddenly no one over and over. Record still publishes
was listening to them, choosing a video section, but McGee said he
MTV instead. So the marketing con- tries to look at some of these issues
sultants told the programers to start as welL
incorporating new music into their
Garbarini agreed that videos
play lists.
could make statements about social
"MTV did the right thing for the issues, but that sometimes the viowrong reason," Garbarini said. lent imagery is a projection of what
"But ii's beginning to lose touch is really out there.
with people and is in danger of beNancic Martin, editor of Rock,
coming stagnant. They (MTV) still said that rock videos are not there to
don't sec people want a change, and provide positive role models for
they arc beginning to play the same young people.
type of videos."
"They are entertainment," she
MTV and rock videos arc getting said, "Sex and romance arc integral
a lot of attention from the media, to maintaining people's interest,"
women's groups and teacher's
Jeffery Jolson-Colburn, editor of
groups which say the videos arc full Rock Magazi11e, said that rock
of violence and depict women as sex videos were just 3!12 minute comobjects. They are being shown in mercials designed to catch attention
university classes in conjunction and sell a product.
with discussions on the misrepre"You want to shock," he said.
sentation of women in the media.
"Sex and violence is the tried and
MTV entered the controversy true method of getting people's
when it wasn't playing many videos attention."
by black artists. MTV claimed it was
Jolson-Colburn agreed that the
a rock video station and that many of depiction of women was a crime bethe videos submitted by black artists cause it had nothing to do with realwere not rock. It has since changed ity or women's situation in the
its format- with the aid of world. He said that videos should be
Michael Jackson- and videos by changed, but it was not likely to
black artists arc now frequently happen.

.
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University of New Mexico Athletic Director John Bridgers and basketball Coach Gary Colson will
probably sign today revolving multiyear contracts, said Assistant Sports
Information Director Greg Remington.
The contracts were authorized by
the UNM Board of Regents Tuesday
and given to UNM president John
Perovich Wednesday for final con.firmation.
Remington said that if Colson,
currently recruiting in Los Angeles,
returned to Albuquerque today, the
contracts would be signed at a press
conference.

Bridgers, who discussed fin:Jl details of the contract Mondoy with
Perovich, couldn't sign until it was
authorized by the Board of Regent~
and Perovich.
''We've made so much progress
in the last few years - I will sign
it," said Bridgers.
John Keith, director of the Sports
Information department at UNM,
said the contracts are two year extensions which will be administered on
a revolving basis. "If you aren't
notified after one year then you have
another two year extension automatically," Keith said.
Keith said the Bridgers contract
includes about $60,000 a year, but
he added he did I)Ot know any speci-

fics on the new contract.
Bridgers has been earning
$57.425 a year as athletic director,
with Colson receiving $46,038.
Colson reportedly has been seeking
a raise to approximately $55,000,
about the annual salary paid UNM
football Coach Joe Lee Dunn.
Colson, who took over in the
wake of the 1979-80 Lobogate athletic scandal, entered the past season
at UNM with a 39-44 record after
three years as head coach.
But he appeared to tum the romcr
during the 1983-84 season, taking
the Lobos to the National Invitation
Tournament with a 24-11 record, including his 400th career victory, and
recruiting some excellent freshman
talent.

Bad Weather Greets Golf Pros
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UP!)Overcast skies, drizzle and chilly
temperatures greeted the pros at the
$400,000 Greater Greensboro Open
Wednesday, where the weather is
traditionally as much of an obstacle
as the Forest Oaks course or the
competition.
A pro-am prelude was played
Wednesday under less than ideal
conditions, with the forecast calling
for gradual improvement for Thursday's first round in the chase for the
$72,000 first prize.
The weather stood as the tournament's only drawback, considering
it's played a week before the Masters when some big names opt to take
a week of practice.
The field included seven of last
year's top 10 money winners. Those
absent were Jack Nicklaus, who
spends this week practicing for the
Masters, Gil Morgan, who hasn't
played here in seven years, and Hal
Sutton.
Five of this year's PGA winners
were set to play, including Fred
Couples, who won the Tournament
Players Championship last week.
Phoenix Open winner Tom Purtzer,
Doral winner Tom Kite, Los
Angeles Open winner David Edwards and Hawaiian Open winner
Jack Renner were all entered. Edwards' older brother, Danny, a twotime Greater Greensboro Open win-

ner, was also in the field.
Wayne Levi, Jim Simons, and
George Burns, who have all lost
tournaments in playoffs this year.
were also in the lineup.
Also absent was Gary Player,
who withdrew Tuesday night. Player, who hasn't missed this tournament in 20 years and won it in 1970,
had played seven weeks in succession and said he did not want to go

into the Masters playing nine
straight weeks.
''Sometimes I feel like you can be
at Augusta too long," said Peter
Oosterhuis, one of those playing at
Greensboro this week. "I guess it
works for Nick]aus, but everyone
has to try what is right for him.''
Tournament officials say recruiting golfers to play the tournament is
hampered by the looming presence
of the Masters.

of success.

CALL NOW:

888·2933
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ATTENTION
HEALTH
PROFESSION
MAJORS!

Thursday, April12, 7:30pm
Tingley Colliseum
Tickets available at all Giant Ticket Outlets
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The Navy is seeking applicants
for positions in the .following:

•
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DUPLICATING CENTER
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:d?i5ht-hand juiti{ied
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The DAZZ BAND and featuring SHANON

Hoffmantown Shopping center 294·4044
Atrlsco Plaza Mall836·0016
coronado center 881-77 47
~~-~·J'l santa Fe : Mercado Shopping center 982·8814

$5.00

leam from the
best. Powers
will teach you
poise, grooming
and the look

Marron Hall Rm. 131

Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine
opportunities for growth and development. Full range of
assignments. Continued Education and specialization
opportunities. 30 days paid vacation. Over $30,000 in 4
years. Choice of hospitals. ·
For more information and to arrange an appointment,
call 1·800·354-9627. Accepting applications now for
positions starting in summer 1984.

The Eyewear Experts
Albuquerque: 4817 central Avenue N. E. 255-9552

19 p 'lint ityfei

tive days.

with Special Guests

ITexas OP.ticatl

To be your best,

. 174 per word per day•

KOOL & THE GANG

Choose from the entire selection of frames including designer lines
such as Gloria vanderbilt and Christian Dlor. Then take 50% off the
regular price. Offer good with this coupon and student I faculty
IdentificatiOn when ordering a complete pair of prescription glasses
No other discounts applicable.

Make it
happen!

. 12¢ per day if the ad runs five or more consecu-

Health Care Adniinisftatlon
Pharmacy
Nurse Corps • BSN
Physical Therapy
Medical Technology

Frames

MALE MODELING/
EXECUTIVE GROOMING

Doily Lobo
Classified Advertising

Creative Entertainment, Inc.
in conjunction with Q1 06,
proudly presents

-=--- -1

50%
Off

For Further Details 277-5656
131 Marron Hall

N.M. Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
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Apnl :'i, I <184

DOSEQYIS

OPEN
MONDAY- FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATUitDAY 10AM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEME}.rT
A little harder to find but worth it.
217-5031

l'a)'C

K.

N~w Mt'Xil.'o

l>a1ly Lobo. Apnl 'i,

Las N oticias
JtiNJ()JtS Wrfll A UPA of 3.0 or above arc eligible
fur membership Jn ntue Key National Honor
I· ratrrnity. Applications can be picked up at the Dean
nl Student~ Office and are due Friday, April 6.
Apph<attons can also be turned in at a reception to be
h<ld no Sunday, April 8, at $:00 at the Kappa Kappa
1;nmma house.
4/6
nvt:NTY·TWO SLOTS left In Kappa Sigma's
lluntc-l'rre Driving Road Rally! There·~ still lime to
reg~<tcr your vehtcle today and tomorrow at our table
m the Sl ill, 10 u.m. to Z p.m. Don't talk yourself out
uf ttl lle part of the happening scene! Bring us five
hucb and we'll give you a t-sltirt, prizes, fame and
fortune. DO ITTODA Yl.
415
GRADUATING ENGINEERS! NAVY Engineering
l'rngrams have openings NOW! Calll-800·3$4·9627,
415
THE DI.tlf; KEY applications deadline has been
extended toApril6, 4:00p.m.
4/6
ORf;AM'i
YOU CAN learn to understand your
"""· Dream cln.•s forming. Call pre-recorded
!!!!:~~.n..s.• 265-7388.
4/13
no YOU IIA VE two left feet? UNM International
hllkdrut<crs invite you ~u Beginners' Night, Sunday
Apnl R, 7-'.l:JOp.m.,l!eJghts Community Center 823
llucna Vtsta SU (Jun South of T-VI). All d;nces
tuught.
4/6
DOOKS..DY·TIIF.-Pollnd·Sale In progress at UNM
il•H>k•tt>re.
4/ll
ii'PR'fNGSAi.F;, Rf:CORDS and tapes, now at UNM
lluoksture.
4/11
E'Ai{J:y (jREt:K IIOMOSEXUALITY wlll be
di;c<mcd "ith Richard Berthold, UNM history
prnfc1sor 01 SU meets Titursday, April 5, at 7:30
1•m, Slill2~0A-Il.
4;,
lJEAilfiN•: t'OR RETIJRNING student t:acher
upph· atu>m for the fall S(mester is April II. Please
rrmrn u>mpleted form~ to Mesa Vista llall, Room
1111~ .
4/ll
wli'ii\vt:'irMt 1iiR';"salel 30~'•·40"/o·SO•t• off! Sale
c•trudr:d n~ fl\'pulur demand through Aprill7, 19841
l!uu}'
4117
iTCii? MEEIIN(;f t:Vf."il? Advertise in l.as
:><ua"n•. Only 10 cent; per word per islue for UNM
•lq\,~tn;~'!!-~!1~ ~gar~Jtallum.
tfn

Personals
MAR'i C GOOD I1u;k un your ..-nmp1
4iS
Canadian phar·
ma;J•,tHhnt tll C too. Plca~e write. Nanook.
4'6
~Il;:\iA!itro t:AfU l:is own in his OWN space ...
Nee. 11cc l'ca,hv.
415
liA:i>r'taiRJiillAY SCOTIIl'clebrare, you beast!
'"'c,tl:c'ia•uge
4/S
1if:y ~ifilRTY WITU the ~hort grnin ri•e- 1 had a
vrcat ttme this weekend. You tired rneout but let's dp
11 ngam SOON! llonev M. ooger.
4/6
iu.N G. WONnt:Rflll, tu see you in SUD Monda•··
See you ony week.Jay between ~ aml 6'30 m the
1\-CJghtrO<lm l.mdn.
4!6
~t:NU YOlTR MK'iSAGt: to that special someone or
friend5 and famdy. Make mntact with a message in
the da~stf'iedoltoday Deadline.: 1 p.m. the day before
tnse~lion. 1ll Marron Hall.
tfn

MI.N'-K. ~~llutlula•!

Food/Fun
DANCE TO CRAWLING WALLS and UBANA
I'ISTOl.A in the Cellar this Friday, 9 p.m. Only $2.
llNM ID REQltlRED.
4/6
PARTY? CONCERTT FOOD1 The Daily Lobo has a
~lace for your elll!slfieds about Restaurants, Parties,
l·ood Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc, Give the details
today in "Food/Fun.".
tfn

l'JX-~

Services
SPRUCE UP FOR •Piillgl Complementary Mary
Kay f•''~l . ..__au UebbieStork, 298-1382.
4/17
80 CENTS/PAGE, Degreed typist. 344-3345
4113
UNUSUAL <liFT! POEMS to order! Bordered
par~hment paper. PRIME RHYMES. 6112 Harmony
Lane NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. Tel. 291·3924.
4127
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, MARY 881-1724 days,
265-1088 evenings.
4/30
THE WORD MIU.: Sl~ years professional typing,
4/J3
editing. English MA. Near UNM. 256-{)916.
QUALITY TAX PREPARATION by a member of
the university community. Call266-0863.
4/6
TYPING: EXCELLENT SPELLING and grammar.
Fast, accurate, confidential. Days 265·51 76/evening
255-3580,
4/6
TIJTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French - Masters degrced instructor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings.
4/9
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research paper·
s/thesls/dlllsertatlons/charts/graphs in my home
THE OUTHER OPFICE 884-6564.
4/6
TRANSLATORS,
INTERPRETERS, CROSS.
Cultural Consultants legal, medical, tecnical, multilingual services. Proofreading, editing, tutoring. 25$3345.
4/6
WORD PROCESSING: IIIGHF.ST quality.
Dissertations, theses, reports, resumes. Spelling,
editin&. 822-0342.
4/18
WE DOQUAI.ITY residential palntlnl!.lnteriors ami
exteriors at reasonable rates. For free estimate In
UniversitY area, call Victor, 242-7096 or Tony, 2437058.
4/13
TYPING NEAR UNM Fast, accurate, Call Stephanie
247-3519.
4127
PlANO LESSONS: ALl. ages, levels ~au Laura
Kramer26S-1352.
416
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes299-8970.
512
24 HOUR TYPING service. 298·5110.
4124
PROn:SSIONAL TYPING, THESES, Reports.
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery, 281·2913.
517
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
tfn
rentalsand repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265·3315.
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for ev:rythlngl Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye C'llnlc, across from LaBeUes, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opucnl Company on l.umas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE JNFOR.MATION ABOUT con·
traceplion, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY Tf.STINC; & counseling. Phone 2479819.
tfn

UNM Al,UM NEEDS roommate for summer in
townhouse complex in southwest Denver. Interested
parties sh<'uld write to: T.C., 4633 S. Lowell Blvd.,
Denver, CO 80236.
4/6
HOUSEMATE WANTED: LARGE house on nine
acres east of Sandlas. TwentY minutes to UNM. Hot
tub. Share CXJ><'Oses. C'all Tom at 842-6123 or Phil at
281-1~34.
415
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utlllties paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pel$. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
fOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. F11lly
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
FOR SALE- AUDIO file grade stereo canette taP<'
deck - JVC KD65 with built in spectrum
analyzer- must sell immediately. $200 Call Mike at
268-7286 anytime.
4/19
NORMANDY WOODEN CLARINET, Good
condition, all accessories. $200, 266-8027, Diana.
4/6
1982 KAWASAKI550GJ'Z, $1500. Casesavers, forkbrace, Dunlop elites. Call243-6286.
4/6
GARAGF. SALE APRIL 7-8, 1339 Dartmouth NE.
CaU265·l093,
4/6
SMALL OAK DESK lind chair $95. 345·1453 or 8692191.
415
'74 DODGE COLT. Great body, needs mechanic.
S350. 296-7026.
415
THREE CHEAP CARS, 77 Pinto Wagon, 74
Torino, 73 Buick Centurion. Leavins town must sell.
268-2652.
4/9
1981 KAWASAKI LTD 440. Excellent condition, sell
to best offer. 242-7096.
4/9
1976 DATSUN BZIO, good condlion, low mileage,
$2000. 883-6967.
4/6
74 MUSTANG II HATCH, Took a .lickin' but still
tickinl 100,000 miles. Runs! $400 or best offer. Call
277·63~6. ask for Kim.
41 6
YOUR BIO·RIIYTIIM: Computer plotted. $2190
day blo. S$/J.year blo. Include date or birth and
SASE. Dox80023, Alb., NM 87198.
4/6
BICYCLE: TEAM FUJI23", $275.243-4250,
415

Employment
PART·TIME INFORMATION booth person.
Weekends and evenings, Apply in person at the
Coronado Center Information Booth. No phone calls
please.
4/6

PART·TIME: WE are ioo~ing for dependable
persons interested in part-time work on a long term
assignment. If you have customer service,
credit/collections or telephone solicitation experience
and would be available 5 p.m.-9 p.m. weekdays as
well as 9a.m.·l p.m. Saturdays you may qualify, CRT
or keyboard experience is helpful but not necessary.
For more information please call Cindy at262-187l.
Not an agency, never a fee. DUNHILL TEMPS, 1717
Louisiana NE.
415
FLOWER DELIVERY DRIVER wanted to work
Mondays, The Plantation 5901 Wyoming NE.
415
EVENING WORK OPPORTUNITIES. 15 hours
weekly. Hands on management possibilities. 265-5358
leave name, number.
4/6
PART TIME: EXCELLENT part time pay for
students with late afternoons. eveningS free. We need
highly motivated outgoing individuals to work 3:30.
8:30 p.m. M-f' in our Public Relations Dept. For
interview call Jim or Larry, 262-2178 after 10 a.m.
4110
THOUSANDS OF JOBS. We can instantly e~pose
your resume to thousands of employers throughout
the U.S. and the world through our computerized
employment data·bank. ARS, 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 296-0729.
5/7
PART· TIME POSITlONS start immediatelY. We
will train qualified applicants. Join the dynamic field
of satellite telvision. We offer good salary plus
bonuses, To schedule interview, call 884-2029, M-F,
9-5 p.m.
4/10
WORK STUDY POSmON. Research 8$slstant at
Bureat: of Business and Economic Research on
campus. Summer included. Call for Interview 2778299.
4/9
PART·TIME. DEPENDABLE, athletic person who
enjoys J><'Ople. 20.25 hours/week. Call Janet at
Executive Sports Club, 842-9428.
416
COMMJTIED TO ECONOMIC and social justice?
Earn $4-8/hr. Grass roots political rundraising Acorn
247-9792. Call before 12, ask for Scott.
4/9
AIRUNES HIRING, 514-$39,0001 Stewardesses,
reservationistl Worldwide! Call for guide, dire<:tory,
newsletter.J-916-944-4444 xNewMexlcoAir.
4127
VA FUNDED VETEREN needs typllt to transcribe
me~tlng and Interview tapes, for dissertation. Cali
242·5642.
4/6
LOVE KIDS? LIKE the outdoors? Can stand rain,
mud? Can teach any of these programs: hor·
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.

$1.50 Off

Get~ 50 off any 16" Domino's Ptzza®
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Hours:
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SKI VAIL ASPEN SnowMass ButterMilk Mountain
April 12 to April 15. $14,, Includes transportation,
accomodations, lift tickets, t·shirt. Call Student
Travel, 277-2336.
4/ ll
RIDERS WANTED TO S.F. this week. Share gas,
driving. Judy, 265-4622,
415
EUROPE!
FROM $559 Roundtrip air
(Dallas/Frankfurt), $370 2mo IiURAll.PASS,
hotels. Rainbpw tours 713/$24-2727.
415

Miscellaneous
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and nudenu.
Inquire about affordable and reputable 'ar,
homeowners, life, and health insuranc~. No pressure
or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at292-0511 (day~
an!l e•enings).
4111

TO

Special Guest Speaker
Thursday Night at the
University Arena
"The Pit"
April 5, 1984

7:30p.m.

CRUSADE

Dr. John R. 13tsagno. Evangelist
Lorry 131oclt Mus1c Evangelist
for mor~;> .nformotton or'' you need o rtd<.' tflll ?43·M01

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Tuesday, 4·24,
is the
LAST DAY
to
Register to Vote
for the Primaries.
REGISTER NOW
at the NMPIRG Office~
Room 96 SUB Basement
or look for our table, main floor SU

Makers of Handmade
lnrlt¥' Jf'welr·,
OLDTOWN

Travel

George Beverly Shea
6 Kurt Kaiser

INVITATION

Housing
'lWO BEDROOM HOUSE for rent near UNM,
S380/month. Call265·109J.
4/6
NEED SUMMER MARRIF.D student housing, two
bedroom, L. Johnson, Rt.3 Box 94A, Bloomfield,
NM87413.632·3709.
4123
ROOMMATE SEEKERS. WANT to share housing
costs? Companionship? Check our files for a com·
patible roommate. 2.96-0729.
517
ROOM I'OR RENT in large SUMY apartment,
SISS/mo. including utilities, $75 deposit. 842-1205
keep trying.
4/9
DISABLED DORM STUDENT needs live-In at·
tcndant beginning fall 84. Room, board, and small
4/6
salary. Cali24Z.S642.

sebackriding, swimming sports, games, camping
skills, arch~ry, riflery, fishing or others. Then you'd
have a great summer working for us. Starflre Day
Camp, 281·9'77.
416
COUNSELOR TO WORK in Abortion and Family
Planning Clinic. Short-term counseling eX!><'rlence
and bi-lingual ability helpful. May grads only; must
be available to train immediately. Approximately 32
hours weekly; $~ an hour with excellent beJleflts.
Se11d resumes t.:>: ATT Clinic, 107 Girard SE,
Albuqueque, 87106. No calls please.
4/6
NEED CASH? EARN $500 plus each school year, 2·4
(flexible) hours per week placing and fllling posters
on campus. Serious workers only; we give recom•
mendatlons. Call now for s11mmer and next fall. 1800-243-6679.
415
PART-TIME HOURLY wage plus bonus, taking
orders for KZlA Radio gift boo~ - day and evening
shifts available. Delivery J><'Ople needed also - apply
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 117 Richmond NE Suite B. or
call266-9415.
4/ll
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr, round. Europe,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. 5900.2000 mo.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write UC, PO Bx 52-NMl,
Corona DelMar, CA 92625.
4/17
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenini!, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In J><'CSOn, no phone calls
ple~Ue. Sa>eway Liquor Store at 55!6 Mennul NE and
5104 Lomas Blvd. NE.
4t 13

75¢0ff
Get 75c off any custom made
Domino's P4zza and enjoy one
delicious ptzza!

Olfet~·:r~=~-~
Llnp
pcrp:zza
~"oupon

Coupon alSO good fer carty-oul

ACROSS
1 York and
Knox
6lnanimate
10 Woodpecker
14 Midwest city
15 Land body
16 Chasm
17 Dormer
18 Belay
19 Melody
20 False tdols
2wds.
22 Poa and alta
24 Begmnmg
26 Meamng
27 Braw
30 Contend
31'Strong beers
32 Narcottc fruit:
2wds.
37 Ego: Scot.
38 "TheFalcon"
40 Ptnch
41 October 31st
43 Remain

44 Wr~th
45 Effdsed

52 Holds back
54 Vtofent
58 Paper unit
59 Itinerant
61 Overact
62 Loop: Arch.
63 Rebekah's
son
64 Unweave
65 Beheld
66 Spoils
67 Photos
DOWN
1 Bottom
2 Israel ktng
3 Drizzle
4 In the lap of

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

SAG A

5 Rooms
6 Simulate
7 Time abbr.
8 A bump on

9 WithhOlds
10 DISCipline
11 Charger
12 Foreigner
13 Non-human
21 Brit. war

48 Brown shade
medal
51 Surveys
23 Old·

TWOS EDSEL
womanish
42 Footballer
25 Is unsteady 43 Infielder
27 Corn beef - 46 - Cuprd
28 Athena
47 Burres
29 Ms. Gwyn
48 Africans
33 Holdtng fast 49 Peace deity
34 Erg or ohm
50 Excise
35 Spnng, e.g. 53 Medtocre
36 Expedited
55 - Scotia
38 AMs
56 Footpace
57 Fish
39 Ant. of
"alee"
60 Wingding

262-1662
:39211 Central S.E.

0 1984 tlomu'~os p,zza, Inc

LONDON SEMESTER
FALL,1984
• live in London
• take courses for UNM credit
• ef\ioy related cultural events
and field trips

INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION' MEETING
•
•
•
•

Thm·sday, April 5
12 noon Bt 2 pm
room 231 6-C SUB
slide presentation
I'ULL CREDIT sponsored by UNM COLLEGE of ARtS 8t SCitNCts
ARMNGEt> by the AMERICAN INSTITUTE for FOREIGN STUDY

~· 1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

